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Re-Member the Audience: Adrian Piper's Mythic Being Advertisements 

 

Smith, Cherise, Art Journal 

 

On page fifty-

six of the September 27, 1973, issue of The Village Voice, onefinds a sea of advertisements arrang

ed in vertical columns by size and visual"weight." Scanning the page, one sees that John Fitzgibbo

n of the Open Eyegroup offers acting lessons for beginners, the Jean Cocteau Theatre is playingMe

dea, Waiting for Godot, and The Lesson, and Steven Baker presents AllMale Revue. The advertise

ment containing a photograph of a figure with abig, curly Afro, mustache, and dark sunglasses mi

ght be overlooked, were itnot for the bulbous-eyed, Mr. Heat Miser-

looking mask of the neighboring adthat draws attention to this portion of the page. The head and 

shoulders ofthe figure appear in the lower left quadrant of the frame. He stands in front ofa plain, 

light-

colored backdrop, wearing sunglasses and a black turtleneckand holding a cigar to his mouth. To 

the right of the figure are bubbles thatincrease in size and lead toward a thought balloon. Rather t

han announcingauditions, lessons, or an upcoming play in the demanding, impersonal tone ofadv

ertisement-

language, the handwritten text, reading "TODAY WAS THEFIRST DAY OF SCHOOL. THE ONLY DE

CENT BOYS IN MY CLASS AREROBBIE & CLYDE. I THINK I LIKE CLYDE. 9/21/61,"is oddly person

al andanachronistic. 

This single-

panel object is not an advertisement in the usual, commercialsense: it doesn't seem to sell anythi

ng. Rather, it is one piece in a series thatis, in turn, part of a larger project, titled The Mythic Being

, that the artistAdrian Piper worked on from 1973 through 1975. She began work on TheMythic B

eing when she was twenty-

four, bringing to life the fictional malepersona, pictured in this advertisement, by dressing in "dra

g" and wearing anAfro wig, mustache, sunglasses, and "working class" clothes.' During the twoye

ars that Piper adopted the male form, the Mythic Being performed on thestreet in public environ

ments, roaming around Manhattan and Cambridge,Massachusetts, riding the subway, and attendi

ng concerts and movies. Once,he even (fake-

) mugged another man. He appeared in a film as well as inprivate performances that are docume

nted in still photographs.2 Theresultant products are diverse and manifold, yet together they de

monstratethat "dispersing" The Mythic Being was a major thrust of the project.3 
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To distribute the fictional persona, Piper devised a complex mathematicalstructure, like those sh

e employed in earlier works, through which she would"isolate" and mine 144 passages from her 

diary, mount the same number ofperformances, then "publicize" and circulate the same number 

of two-

dimensional works through a "widely distributed newspaper."4 The artist didnot follow through 

with the strict numerical component of the project.However, sixteen more single-

panel, comiclike works were published, and allof them are anchored by the same photograph. Th

e first advertisementappeared in the "Theatre" section of the Voice; the remainder were publishe

din the "Gallery" section roughly once a month from October 25, 1973, untilFebruary 2, 1975.5 

The use of alternative exhibition venues, such as newspapers, magazines, andpublic spaces, and u

ntraditional methods of distribution, including mail andmass-

communication systems, are, as historians as diverse as Lucy Lippardand Benjamin Buchloh have

 pointed out, among the standard strategiesConceptual artists employed to critique the gallery-

museum system and thecommercial art market it supports.6 The Mythic Being project participat

es inthat history, and this essay explores how Piper used The Village Voice as analternative space 

and mode to exhibit and deliver the Mythic Beingadvertisement-

works. It considers the formal strategies Piper employed in themaking and dissemination of the 

Mythic Being advertisements and comparesthem to publicity vehicles used by other artists durin

g that time. Inpublishing the ad-

works in the Voice, Piper used strategies that approximatecontemporary marketing practices as 

a way to subvert and critiquecommercial institutionalization of her art.7 The artist's implementat

ion ofmass-

media and marketing tactics had another effect as well: it increased herartistic capital. My goal is 

to re-

member or, at the very least, betterunderstand both the real audience that encountered the ad-

works and theimaginary audience that might discover them, because the advertisement-

works testify to Piper's interest in engaging the public or, more to the point, aspecific public. 

Methodologically speaking, conjuring up the reactions of naive anduninformed viewers who, no d

oubt, happened upon this and the other sixteenMythic Being ad-

works that Piper placed in The Village Voice from the two-

year period is tricky: it is difficult for twenty-first-

century historians, forwhom the Mythic Being series is a well-

known if enigmatic project, toascertain whether these works grabbed attention, to imagine how r

eader-
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viewers responded to them, to contemplate whether their seriality wasrecognized, to hypothesiz

e about whether they garnered a devoted readershipor following, to speculate about how the sy

mbols signifying the figure'sgender, race, and class might have been interpreted, and to determin

e if (art-world) viewer-

readers knew that Piper's identity was cloaked by that of thismysterious figure. Trying to reconst

itute the audience is slippery because theMythic Being performances, for example, were generall

y mounted in thespace of a non-art-

world public that, one must assume, did not know it waswitnessing performance art, which, subs

equently, resulted in the lack ofrecorded accounts and responses. The Village Voice advertisemen

t-workspresent a unique opportunity to flesh out Piper's and Mythic Being'saudience.8 

I would like to begin that process by traveling back in time momentarily, tothe late 19605 and ea

rly 19705, prior to Piper's Mythic Being project, to atime when the artist's work had not yet beco

me a part of the hallowedConceptual art "hall of fame" and before it had been co-

opted asrepresentative of "identity politics" art.9 Back then, she was a practicingConceptualist w

hose work had, by 1969, been shown at the Dwan Gallery andPaula Cooper Gallery, two of the lea

ding exhibition spaces for Conceptual artin New York. She had been included in major group exhi

bitions of Conceptualart, such as 557,087 at the Seattle Art Museum (1969), Plans and Projects as

Art at the Kunsthalle Bern (1969), and Information at the Museum of ModernArt (1970).10 In spi

te of these early successes, Piper reports that, by the early19705, she had been "dropped by the a

rt world" because certain of itsrepresentatives learned some of the particulars of her identity: na

mely, thatshe is a woman and black." That experience, in conjunction with the social,political, and

 military upheavals in the world, changed who she was as anartist, student, and person in the wor

ld. Piper reconceptualized her practice:the body-that is, her body-

figured prominently, and her exploration ofsubject-

object relations was activated. She launched the Catalysis works(1970-

71), a series of public performances that radically and humorouslybrought attention to herself w

hile confronting the audience, and Food for theSpirit (1971) a group of private performances desi

gned to "anchor" the artist"to the physical world" during a period of intense philosophical andme

taphysical study.12 In her next project, The Mythic Being, Piper continuedin the street-

performance vein, exchanging the Catalysis props, such as therancid-

smelling clothes and freshly painted shirts, for the jeans, turtleneck,sunglasses, Afro wig, and mus

tache that constitute the Mythic Being malepersona. This period marks a shift in the artist's pract

ice in which social andpolitical subject matter is incorporated with formalist concerns. 
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Piper's use of The Village Voice as an outlet for parts of the Mythic Beingproject reflects some of h

er larger artistic and political interests from thattime. For instance, she was concerned about the 

commercial appropriation ofher work: "I don't make concrete, spatiotemporally unique, discrete 

objectsthat cannot be multiply reproduced. ... I don't rely on discrete, spatiallyunique art contexts

 for presentation of the work. I utilize art contexts only intheir information-

disseminating capacities." In addition, she felt "victimized... by the recondite and elitist character 

of contemporary art" and recognizedthat "the failure of communication between the art-

educated and the non-art-

educated [is] closely related to the . . . socioeconomic discrepancies that existbetween rich and po

or." Piper's appropriation of the single-

panel comicformat in the Mythic Being advertisements can be seen, then, as a way tomake her wo

rk "potentially as accessible as comic books or television."13 Inthat respect, placing the ad-

works in the Voice is an infiltration of "low,"popular art into the commercial space of "high" art. 

Moreover, the use of thesingle-

panel comic convention, a format known for its serial structure anddispersion, is a sly and erudit

e nod at the seriality prevalent in art practices ofthe time. 

Likewise, Piper's integration of text into the Mythic Being advertisements ismore than a reflectio

n of the Conceptualist problematizing of how languagemeans. Rather, the Mythic Being texts are 

peculiarly private. They are, in fact,personal thoughts that "deal with important events," which th

e artistexcerpted from passages in her diary. These passages became "mantras" thatPiper would 

recite over and over before and during the mounting of (publicand private) performances in orde

r to transform herself into and remain incharacter. The artist reports that the ritualized recitatio

n functioned to assignthe sentiments to her mythic character and "disperse" the troublesomemo

ments into the world. The passages also encourage engagement by reader-

viewers because they contain floating signifiers that render open andinhabitable the positions of 

"I" and "my." This was purposeful: Piperimagined that the sentiments expressed in the passages-

in this case,regarding a budding sexuality-

and contained in the ads were "common" to allpeople and that Voice viewer-

readers would empathize with them.14Stripping the personally significant memories of power re

quired that they bescattered among the audience. 

The Mythic Being advertisements also show Piper's increased attention tomatters of race and gen

der. Interestingly, Piper did not address the racialspecifics of the persona in her writing from the 

time. In 1980, a full five yearsafter she had finished performing the persona, Piper described it as 

her"seeming opposite: a third-world, working-
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class, overtly hostile male." Someyears later, as her critical interest in racism grew, she eventually

 referred tothe character as a "young black male." During the period, she calls the MythicBeing "t

hird world."15 The "third world" generally refers to theunderdeveloped areas of Africa, Asia, and 

Latin America, where people withdarker complexions live, thus the phrase "third-

world" was and, for the mostpart, continues to be synonymous with "raced" people (whether red,

 black,brown, or yellow). Piper's word choice suggests a political affiliation that waspopular amo

ng leftist people of color. Using this term allows her tocircumvent the specifics of the Mythic Bein

g's racial or ethnic designation.She also adopts anthropological-

sounding language to define her idea of amythic being: "A mythic being [is] a fictitious or abstract

 personality that isgenerally part of a story or folktale used to explain or sanctify social or legalins

titutions or natural phenomena."The "mythic" persona would be "animmaterial art entity," "a per

sonality who is at the same time not anindividual" with a personal history and experiences.16 In 

other words, thepersona had a mythic rather than specific place, history, and context. In fact,the 

Mythic Being's history would be culled from Piper's own. 

Regardless of Piper's intention to create a generalized male figure, some ofthe signs she used, suc

h as the large Afro and black turtleneck, signal theblack American male nationalist, while others, i

ncluding the mustache andcigar, point to an international radicalism personified in the figures of 

CheGuevara and Fidel Castro. Similarly, in her writing from the time, she hints atthe Mythic Being

's racial otherness by calling him "an alien presence in theart world, but a familiar presence in the

 rest of the world."17 Yet in spite ofPiper's use of ethnic and cultural signifiers, this and other Voi

ce ads stand incontrast to other photo-

works from the project, such as The Mythic Being: IEmbody, The Mythic Being: It Doesn't Matter, 

and The Mythic Being: GettingBack, in which the character is portrayed as possessing an exagger

atedhypermasculinity that is bound to aggressive behaviors like "cruising whitewomen," adoptin

g intimidating postures, and "mugging" people.18 Bycontrast, the ad-

works depict the Mythic Being as an androgynous, liminal, orthird-

sex being. The figure looks like a man, but has thoughts that often seemthose of a girl or woman. 

Piper's placing of a gender-, class-, and racially-

indeterminate figure in the newspaper piques the audience's curiosity andchallenges its assumpt

ions; these actions are in keeping with her increasedawareness of issues of class, gender, and rac

e. 

The Mythic Being ad-

works were not Piper's first appearance in or use of TheVillage Voice; rather, they are part of her 

ongoing relationship with thenewspaper and continued interest in alternative venues of exhibitio
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n andmodes of delivery.19 In fact, Piper had hired ad space in theVoice on twoearlier occasions: f

irst, to announce the March 1969 exhibition that the 0 to 9Press published, and second, to place o

ne of her Area Relocation pieces in the"Gallery" section of the Voice in the May 29, 1969, issue. He

r work had alsobeen mentioned in John Perreault's popular "Art" column several times. 

The Mythic Being advertisements are just one installment of Piper's enduringcritique of and enga

gement with traditional venues and experimentation withalternative modes of distributing art. T

his experimentation began with herfirst solo exhibition in March 1969 and reveals, on the part of 

the artist, anelegance of thinking that marketing specialists could certainly admire.Marketing can 

be defined as the execution and "planning [of] theconceptualization, pricing, promotion, and distr

ibution of ideas, goods, andservices to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organizational

 goals."Further, marketing strategy is grounded in three principles, sometimes calledthe "3 Cs": c

ompany/competencies, competition, and consumer.20 Inconjunction with the "3 Cs" operate the 

"4 Ps": product, which "refers tobrands, packaging, product attributes, and new product develop

ment," price,which "relates to final selling price . . . trade prices, and agreement of trademargins," 

place, which correlates to "distribution . . . and getting goods tomarket," and promotion, which "c

oncerns the best way to communicate orpublicize the product."21 In the scenario I propose, the "

company" refers toPiper's art-making practice. She was in "competition" with other New York-

based Conceptual artists working at the time to "promote" her "product" tothe "consumers." To e

nsure her target audience consumed the product, Piperdistributed it in untraditional ways and ex

changed it at prices that weredecidedly below market. We will see that, for the artist-turned-

marketing-

specialist, the cost outlay was rather low, but the returns could be significant.The brand "Adrian 

Piper" could be successfully promoted, and her product(art) could be actively exchanged; at the s

ame time, her practices remainedwithin the limits of acceptability that are demarcated by Concep

tual art'scritique of institutions.22 

For her first solo exhibition, Piper's artwork consisted of a mimeographedbooklet that was publis

hed by Vito Acconci's and Rosemary Mayer's 0 to 9Press. She distributed the product by mailing i

t directly to audience members'addresses rather than gathering a group of objects in the physical

 space of agallery.25 The method of distribution is significant because Piper effectivelybypassed t

he gallery and museum system that governs an artist's introductionand exposure by mailing her 

exhibition directly to the target audience in thehope that it would be consumed in these virtual v

enues. She did not send thebooklets to just anyone: she sent them to a mailing list that she borro

wed(without permission) from Seth Siegelaub, the organizer and producer ofimportant Conceptu

al art exhibitions, for whom she worked as a galleryattendant.24 By using his list, she reached an 
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audience that consisted ofartists such as Yvonne Rainer, Robert Smithson, and Eva Hesse, and crit

icsincluding Perreault, Siegelaub, and Willoughby Sharp. Had she mounted anexhibition in the ph

ysical space of a gallery, she could almost guarantee thatthe target audience of important and infl

uential art workers would not go tosee her first art-showing effort. 

Thinking of Piper's mail-

art exhibition in relation to marketing demonstratesthat, even at twenty-

one years of age, the artist was tactically shrewd andintellectually rigorous, in addition to having 

a keen sense of humor.25 Heruse of mail art was in keeping with that of her peers, but the "borro

wing" ofan established critic's mailing list to reach a target audience demonstrates ahealthy profe

ssional ambition to establish a dialogue with and insert herselfinto a particular community of art 

workers. Indeed, in our current era ofdirect-mail advertising, mail bombs, and anthrax-

laced letters, it is difficultnot to see the mail-

art exhibition as a guerrilla act on the audience: after all,Piper's art literally infiltrated recipients' 

houses.26 

Piper had, by the launch of the Mythic Being series in 1973, also usedperformance as a way to cir

cumnavigate the gallery and museum system anddistribute her art at little or no cost, while simul

taneously increasingrecognition of the "Adrian Piper" brand.27 She had participated in a festival

of street art called Street Works, organized by theVillageVoice art criticPerreault in the spring of 

1969, which brought together disparate artists whostaged events at specific times and locations i

n Manhattan.28 These artactions undermined the position of galleries and museums in the distri

butionof art at the same time that they signaled a desire to reach two distinct but notexclusive au

diences: a non-art-world public that would be unaware it waswitnessing art and an art-world-

specific public of artist-participants whomight happen across one another. 

Piper continued to explore the relationship between art and audience andestablish a more direct 

method of distribution, while prefiguring thetemporary alteration of her appearance with costum

e for the Mythic Being, inher Catalysis performances from 1970-

71. For Catalysis I, Piper wore rancidand stinky clothes on the subway during rush hour and whil

e browsingthrough a popular bookstore on a busy evening. A photograph of Catalysis IIIshows pe

destrians giving the artist wide berth upon noticing that her shirt issoaked with the wet paint tha

t the placard she wears announces. Similarly, inCatalysis IV, Piper stuffed a towel in her mouth an

d, with distended cheeksand towel hanging down to her chest, rode the bus, subway, and Empire 

StateBuilding elevator. 
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The photographs documenting the Catalysis performances give lie to thenotion that Piper travele

d through these public settings as a passive object.Effectively, these were provocative actions tha

t the artist performed on theaudience. In the essay "Art as Catalysis" from August 1970, she write

s that"one reason for making and exhibiting a work is to induce a reaction orchange in the viewer

." She adds that "the strongest impact that can bereceived by a person in the passive capacity of vi

ewer is the impact of humanconfrontation (within oneself or between people). It is the most aggr

essiveand the most threatening, possibly because the least predictable and the leastcontrollable i

n its consequences."29 When studying photographs from theCatalysis actions, it seems that they 

were designed to stimulate reactionsfrom non-art-

world passersby.30 An experiment in the externalization ofdifference and exploration of the subj

ect-

object dichotomy, the Catalysisworks also demonstrate Piper's desire to bypass museums and gal

leries andchallenge audiences. 

Piper's use of the mail system, performance, and publications as alternativemodes of delivery is a

bundantly clear, but, in regard to audience, one crucialquestion remains. Why did she circulate th

e Mythic Being ad-works in TheVillage Voice, rather than publish them in other New York-

basedpublications, such as the art magazines Artforum and Avalanche, the dailybroadsheets The 

New York Times and Daily News, or the weekly AmsterdamNews?31 There are some easy answe

rs to the above question-

namely, that theyoung artist simply could not afford space in the art magazines and the daily,larg

e-

distribution newspapers, or that she was not interested in reaching theconstituencies of the Daily

 News, Amsterdam News, and Times. But that tellsonly part of the story. Another part, perhaps m

ore difficult to reconstruct, ishow Piper's publishing the works in the Voice reflected her intent to

 reach aspecific audience.32 It is important to remember that all of the abovepublications represe

nt various points on the ideological, political, anddemographic spectrum-

from the progressive, African American-

centeredAmsterdam News (based in Harlem, where Piper grew up) to the (white)liberal but staid

 New York Times-

and, correspondingly, each has a divergentreadership. In other words, if the artist had selected a 

publication other thanThe Village Voice, then the ad-

works would have been encountered by adistinct audience that would receive them in a dramatic

ally different way. 
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Because each provided space where artists could think out loud about andexhibit their increasing

ly dematerialized work, Artforum and Avalanchewarrant a bit more attention in relation to the is

sue of audience. At the time,Artforum had shed its skin as a West Coast-

specific art magazine and wasestablishing itself as the dominant voice of and leading advocate for

 aparticular type of art and style of criticism. With a readership of aboutseventeen thousand, the 

magazine was becoming an increasinglycommercialized endeavor whose many advertisers and a

dvertisements, someof the editorial staff feared, would threaten to overtake editorial content."Pi

per recalls that Artforum's content tended toward conservatism.54Avalanche was an alternative 

to Artforum. It was started in SoHo, the lowerManhattan neighborhood where artists such as Sol 

LeWitt, Acconci, GordonMatta-

Clarke, and Piper lived and worked, due to the affordability of space.As a result of its location and

 editors' relationship to the SoHo artistcommunity, Gwen Alien points out, the magazine focused 

on issuesconcerning the practice of a certain type of art making and took a tone ofneighborly cam

araderie." Yet, in spite of its grass-

roots beginnings,Avalanche was no less dogmatic than Artforum in its support of a specificpractic

e and restricted group of practitioners. In that respect, the audiencesfor Artforum and Avalanche 

were more limited and select and, as a result,quite different from that of The Village Voice. 

Returning to my earlier question: if Piper was a regular reader of Artforum,lived in SoHo most of 

the time that she worked on the Mythic Being project,and showed with and engaged the ideas of 

her conceptually orientedcounterparts who were featured in Artforum and Avalanche, then why 

did sheplace the ad-

works in The Village Voice rather than in an art magazine? I'dlike to propose three possibilities. F

irst, Avalanche might not have been anattractive option because-

perhaps due to a combination of age, gender, andrace-

Piper was not the entrenched member of the SoHo art scene that onemight imagine she was. Seco

nd, at this phase of her career, the artist, like agreat many others, stood against the commercial fo

rces of the art market.Given her resistance to the gallery-

museum industrial complex, it seemsunlikely that she would place the works in Artforum, which 

was comingunder increasing scrutiny for its commercialism.36 Finally, and mostimportant, the V

oice offered access to a readership that contained both art-world-

specific and "nonspecialized" audiences, ones Piper wanted to reach.37 

Though current readers might lament the alternative newspaper'scommercialism, The Village Vo

ice was, during this period, an organ for leftistand counterculture politics with a circulation of ap

proximately 145,000, eighttimes that of Artforum and thirty times that of Avalanche.38 Known fo
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r itssupport of the civil rights and women's rights movements and itscondemnation of the Vietna

m War, the Voice was widely read by left-

leaningindividuals, liberal intellectuals, and artists of various stripes. In short, thenewspaper offe

red Piper a way to reach an "educated and intellectual butnonspecialized" audience.39 

At the same time, the Voice found an especially attentive readership in theNew York art communi

ty as a result of its weekly distribution: in contrast tothe monthly or roughly quarterly publicatio

n schedules of Artforum andAvalanche respectively, its articles, advertisements, and columns, suc

h asPerreault's "Art," were up to date.40 Thus, while the Mythic Being ad-

workswere seen by a "nonspecialized" audience-

and we might see correlationsbetween this audience and the non-art-

world audiences that saw MythicBeing performances-

they were certain to have been encountered by an art-

specialized audience as well. It is safe to assume, then, that a fair number ofPiper's target audienc

e of counterparts and colleagues in the art world sawthe Mythic Being ad-

works, if only inadvertently, as a result of readingarticles and exhibition announcements in the V

oice. 

* * * 

The Mythic Being ad-

work from the January 3, 1974, issue of the Voicepresents an opportunity to consider how the ad

vertisements and the overallproject relate to works by other artists working during the period. It 

featuresthe same photograph of Piper wearing the Mythic Being uniform, but the textis different. 

It reads "NO MATTER HOW MUCH I ASK MY MOTHER TOSTOP BUYING CRACKERS, COOKIES, AN

D THINGS, SHE DOES ANYWAY,AND SAYS IT'S FOR HER EVEN IF I ALWAYS EAT IT. SO I'VE DECI

DEDTO FAST. 12-12-

64." If the first advertisement that Piper placed in TheVillage Voice made assessing the Mythic Be

ing's gender difficult, then laterexamples, such as this, the fourth in the series of seventeen, woul

d onlyfurther the confusion. Again, the figure appears to be male, but the passage,written when Pi

per was sixteen years old, seems to wrestle with the issue ofregulating body image through dietin

g that is typically relegated to women.This ad, like others, consciously plays with gender and raci

al stereotypes. 

When Piper launched The Mythic Being in 1973, popular and academicdiscourse was steeped in r

adical theories of identity. The notions of "race"and "gender" and the framework behind identity 
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had not yet come intoquestion. Instead, identities were thought to be natural, authentic, and stabl

e."Identity" was a category in which individuals found community and to whichthey automaticall

y belonged.41 These were watershed years when manywomen artists explored gender identity t

hrough what Moira Roth has termed"persona-

play" performances.42 Incorporating equal parts autobiographyand mythology, feminist persona

-

play artists dressed as and acted outcharacters thought to represent or embody gender types.43 I

n 1972 LindaMontano began dressing up as the mythic persona Chicken Woman andlaunching pe

rformances in the streets of San Francisco. The same year,Eleanor Antin created and performed a

s the male persona The King of SolanoBeach in San Diego. By assuming the facial hair, clothing, an

d behaviors of aseventeenth-

century nobleman and acting as though Solano Beach were hiskingdom, Antin enacted the sense 

of privilege, entitlement, and humor thatshe imagined the new gender and class afforded her. A fe

w years later, LynnHershman created Roberta Breitmore (1975-

78), and, as the character, led aquotidian existence that included opening bank accounts, attendin

g WeightWatchers meetings, and going on dates in various parts of the country.44 Inanother part

 of the country, Suzanne Lacy explored age, gender, and classdynamics by performing as the char

acters Bag Lady (1977), Old Lady (1977),and Donaldina Cameron, a colonial missionary (1977).4

5 A short time later,Howardena Pindell created the video Free,White, and 21 (1980), which stage

sa confrontational and troubling conversation between the artist and thecharacter White Woman

 (Pindell plays both roles), and Lorraine O'Gradyprotested at the New Museum with her persona 

Mile. Bourgeoisie Noire(1980). These persona performances allowed women artists to examine a

ndcritique the alienating effects of gender and class conventions-

and, somemight argue, racial and ethnic identity-

while temporarily trespassing theirboundaries, and Piper's Mythic Being ad-

works and performances participatein that history. 

Piper's Mythic Being ads also participate in the exploration of genderconventions that was being 

played out in the advertisements that artists, bothmale and female, were placing in art magazines

 in the late 1960s and early1970S. This trend saw artists using photographs of themselves, rather

 than oftheir art, as publicity. Some of these advertisements announced upcomingexhibitions. Exa

mples include Judy Chicago's full-

page Artforumadvertisement from 1970, in which she appears as a boxer in a fighting ring;Hanna

h Wilke's ad from the Summer 1972 issue of Avalanche in which she,wearing a shirt, panty-

hose, and boots, bends over a table, presenting herbackside; Lynda Benglis's full-

page ad from the April 1973 issue of Artforumin which she takes an aggressive posture in front of
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 her Porsche; and RobertRauschenberg's centerfold ad from the December 1974 issue of Artforu

m,which features him in a pose that can be interpreted as either flirtatious orconfrontational.46 

Others-

such as Ed Ruscha's "Say Goodbye to College Joys"spot from the January 1967 issue of Artforum, i

n which the artist appears in abed and sandwiched between two women, Marjorie Strider's Avala

nche adfrom Winter 1972, in which she appears bare-

breasted and riding a horse,and Benglis's controversial Artforum advertisement from November 

1974(see page 42), in which she appears nude brandishing a dildo-

do notannounce exhibitions, but instead seem to promote the artist aspersonality.47 

Piper's Village Voice advertisements share some commonalities with theabove examples. For inst

ance, the proliferation of advertisements featuringphotographs of artists demonstrates that they 

were interested in and usingpublications as an alternative mode of distribution. One could also ar

gue that,like Piper, all of the artists listed above were engaged in a type of personaplay: they were

 toying with gender and class conventions while performingthe role of "artist."48 

The Mythic Being ad-

works also represent a significant departure from theseexamples. The most obvious difference is 

that Piper's works are smaller andmore modest than her colleagues' large-

scale advertisements, likely due tofinancial constraints.49 Other meaningful differences are that, 

in heradvertisements, Piper appears in costume and under the cloak of an assumedpersonality, r

ather than as herself, and she is not in some stage of undress.50Equally important, Piper was abs

ent and present simultaneously: the disguiserendered her anonymous so she could act out in agg

ressive ways and givevoice to sentiments that she might otherwise have kept confidential, yet she

was visible and articulating her own thoughts and ideas. 

In addition, by placing the Mythic Being advertisements in an inexpensivelocal newspaper rather 

than publishing them in a glossy art magazine, Piperreached a non-art-

world audience that extended past the walls of the artworld. However-and this is critical-

the Voice was still part of the artinstitution: Piper's art-world-

specific target audience would also see the ad-

works, which meant that she might garner its recognition and attention. Inthat way, she was guar

anteed to reach non-art-world and art-world-specificaudiences simultaneously. 

The placement of this work on the newspaper page suggests that, beyondparticipating in the use 

of publications as an alternative mode of distribution,the advertisements were a way for Piper to 
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insert herself into and publicizeher work in the art world. Though one must assume that Piper ha

d littlepower to determine the work's placement on the page and that its locationwas subject to t

he whims of the editorial staff, one cannot help but see thather work is wedged between advertis

ements for exhibitions by members ofthe art establishment. Nor can one ignore the humor and ir

ony of the ad'splacement: Piper appears in drag (a la Marcel Duchamp's Rrose Selavy) andairs pri

vate issues relating to body image just a few inches away from aphotograph of Duchamp that illus

trates an article about the retrospectiveexhibition of the work of the grundpere of Conceptual art,

 on display at theMuseum of Modern Art. 

* * * 

The advertisement Piper placed in the April 25, 1974, issue of The VillageVoice, the eighth in the 

series, signals the unprecedented control that Piperexerted over the form, content, and regularity

 of the distribution of her workand brand. In it, Piper appears under cover of disguise-

and this time, forgood reason. For the text reads "I REALLY WISH I HAD A FIRMER GRIPON REAL

ITY. SOMETIMES I THINK I HAVE BETTER IDEAS THANANYONE ELSE AROUND, WITH THE EXCE

PTION OF SOL LEWITT ANDPOSSIBLY BOB SMITHSON, WHOSE IDEAS REALLY RESPECT. 4-12-

68."Here we witness an important instance of double-

voicedness that is madepossible to Piper by the racial and gender ambiguity and anonymity of th

eMythic Being costume. The artist establishes a dialogue with and payshomage to her more senio

r colleagues, LeWitt and Smithson, who had alsodistributed art through publications.51 At the sa

me time, she acts out at themand anyone else who might see and read, announcing that the ideas 

behindher work are "better" than those of her art-

world counterparts. Funny? Yes.Sophisticated marketing? Certainly. Confrontational and aggressi

ve?Absolutely. 

[Sidebar] 

The Village Voice, September 27,1973, page 56, newsprint, 14 7/8 x 11 ½ in.(37.8 x 29.2 cm) (ph

otograph provided by Adrian Piper Research Archive) 

[Sidebar] 

I thank Gwen Alien, John McKiernan-

Gonzalez, Frank Guridy, Juliet Hooker,Meta DuEwa Jones, Deborah Paredez, Jemima Pierre. and G

eoff Sorrick forreading versions of this paper. I am also appreciative of the useful commentsI rece
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ived from audience members at the Art History Research Roundtable atthe University of Texas at 

Austin and at Columbia College in Chicago. 

[Sidebar] 

Adrian Piper, Village Voice Ad #1, Mythic Being, Cycle 1:9/21/61, Sept.27,1973, newspaper ad. C

ollection of the Adrian Piper Research Archive.(Artwork ©Adrian Piper Research Archive) 

[Sidebar] 

Adrian Piper, Village Voice Ad #4, Mythic Being, Cycle 1: 12/12/64, January3, 1974, newspaper a

d. Collection of the Adrian Piper Research Archive.(Artwork © Adrian Piper Research Archive) 

[Sidebar] 

The Village Voice, January 3, 1974, page 23, newsprint, 14 7/8 x 11 ½ in.(37.8 x 29.2 cm) (photog

raph provided by Adrian Piper Research Archive) 

Adrian Piper, Village Voice Ad #8, Mythic Being, Cycle 1: 4/12/12/68, April25, 1974, newspaper 

ad. Collection of the Adrian Piper Research Archive.(Artwork © Adrian Piper Research Archive) 

1. Adrian Piper, Out of Order, Out of Sight, vol. I (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,1996), 102 and 147. 

The expressions in quotation marks in my text here andin the following paragraph are Piper's ow

n terms. 

2. Piper is interviewed in Peter Kennedy's film Other Than Art's Sake (1973).During the filmed co

nversation. Piper transforms into character by putting onan Afro wig and mustache; the Mythic B

eing then walks down a busy streetuttering a "mantra." 

3. Piper, 103. 

4. Ibid. 

5. There is one significant exception: the ad-

work for June 27. 1974, wascensored by the Voice because it contains the word "masturbate." A s

mallrectangular text-

advertisement appeared in its place and announced that theadvertisement could be seen at the "J
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aap Rietman Bookstore on 157 SpringSt." E-

mail interview with author, Feburary 1, 2006. The substitute ad isavailable online at www.thoma

serben.com/artists/ piper/vv_ads_10.html.The censored ad is at www.thomaserben.com/current

/98-99/piper/current.html. 
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5-43. 
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crossing performances byEleanor Antin, Anna Deavere Smith, and Nikki S. Lee to examine theirne

gotiation of identity categories and occupation of liminal spaces whereinthey are self and Other si

multaneously. My research on these artists' projectssuggests that identity is both an individual pe

rformative process, wherein oneacts out the identity one means to project, and a participatory m

ethod, inwhich one needs an audience to ratify, witness, or mirror the identity one isacting out. 

9. Much critical dialogue interpellates Piper's work as always and onlytackling race and xenopho

bia, thereby ghettoizing it as "identity politics." 

10. In addition. Piper withdrew her work from Conceptual Art andConceptual Practices at the Ne

w York Cultural Center in protest to theinvasion of Cambodia and in response to the Kent State m

assacre (1970). 

11. Interview with the artist. November 9. 2006. 

12. Piper, 55. 
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17. Ibid., 138. 

18. The phrase "cruising white women" comes from a group of photographs-

titled The Mythic Being: Cruising White Women (1975)-

in the series. I use theword "mugging" (my term, not Piper's) to describe the action that appears t

otake place in the photographs of The Mythic Being: Getting Sock (1975). inwhich the Mythic Bei

ng appears to overtake another man. These photographswere taken by James Gutman, a photogr

apher in Cambridge. E-mailinterview with author, February 2004. 

19. Piper continued to use aspects of mass media in her later work. See,among other examples. Ar

t for Art World Surface Pattern (1976), in which theartist reproduced photographs and pages rel

ating to poverty, war. and torturefrom The New York Times; the Vanilla Nightmares series (1987

), in which sheproduced charcoal drawings on pages of The New York Times; Cornered(1988), in 

which she adopts the medium and manner of the broadcast-

newsanchor; and Black Box, White Box (1992), in which she appropriated GeorgeHolliday's recor

ding of the Rodney King beating. 

20. Dictionary of Business, ed. Graham Bannock, Evan Davis, Paul Trott, andMark Uncles (Princet

on: Bloomsberg Press, 2003). 214 and 366. 

21. The 4 Ps were devised E. Jerome McCarthy and first articulated in hisBasic Marketing: A Mana
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d; see Dictionary of Business,218. 

22. I'm indicating here a contradiction that other commentators have pointedout. Conceptual art 
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23. Pamela Franks provides an excellent and thorough analysis of the mail-

art exhibition in her dissertation, "Mythic Is as Mythic Does: The Making ofAdrian Piper, 1967-

1975" (University of Texas at Austin, 2000). 

24. E-mail interview with the author. February 1, 2006. 
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specific target. John Perreault. "Art." TheVillage Voice, March 27, 1969, 18. 
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mail interview with the author.February 2004. Suzanne Lacy, Moira Roth, and Josephine Withers 
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1980. ed.Moira Roth (Los Angeles: Astro Artz. 1983). 65, 65, and 102. respectively. 

45. Roth, "A Conversation with Suzanne Lacy," 42-43. 
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nnah E. Rodee. executive director of Through theFlower, phone conversation with the author Dec
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1977" (dissertation. University of Texas atAustin, 2002). 
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sive. See Meyer. "Bone of Contention," 73-74. 249-

50; and SusanRichmond, "The Artforum Controversy of 1974." in "Put-Ons and Take-Offs,"7-20. 
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pes. 
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50. It is worth noting that the politics of portraying a nude, young, blackfemale body were, and co

ntinue to be, different than those of portraying ayoung, nude, white female body. The significance

 of this distinction seemsnot to have been lost on Piper. By this point, she had mounted the privat

eperformances of Food for the Spirit (1970-

71), during which she recorded herlargely nude body photographically. While her text about Foo

d for the Spiritwas published in High Performance 4, no. I (Spring 1981). she did notdistribute th

e photographs publicly until 1997, when they were printed by theThomas Erben Gallery. Franks, 

111 and 209. 

51. See, for examples, Sol LeWitt, "Paragraphs on Conceptual Art," Artforum5, no. 10 (Summer 19

67): 79-83; and Robert Smithson. "Incidents of Mirror-
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